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Drafting snippets

Wilful resistance or style-
blindness?

Traditional lawyers are fighting a rearguard
action against - or perhaps just stumbling
blindly over - the plain precedents offered to
them.

Conveyancing contracts

In 1990 the two main rival sets of standard
conveyancing terms, used in the contracts for
sale of most residential and commercial prop-
erties, were replaced by the much plainer Law
Society's Standard Conditions of Sale, now in
its 3rd edition.

Some firms do not use the new version -
either because they consider the terms unac-
ceptable and not worth amending or because
they do not like the language. They rely
instead on obsolete pro formas which are no
longer in print and do not reflect recent
changes in practice.

Most do use the new form. But they  draft
their "special conditions" (the variations rele-
vant to the particular case, or adopted by
individual solicitors as personal standard
terms) in uninhibited legalese. So we have,
for example:

If the deposit actually paid on exchange of
contracts shall be less than 10% of the
purchase price then notwithstanding a
payment of a lesser amount by way of deposit
the balance of the 10% deposit shall at all
times remain due to the Seller and in the
event of rescission other than through the
fault of the Seller such balance shall be a
legal liability of the Buyer to the Seller as a
condition of this Agreement.

The Standard Conditions already provide:

Insert hereInsert hereInsert hereInsert hereIn-
sert hereInsert hereInsert hereInsert
hereInsert hereInsert hereInsert hereInsert
hereInsert hereInsert hereInsert here

Deeds

The Law of Property (Miscellaneous Provi-
sions) Act 1989 recognised that few people

still validate documents by impressing their
coat of arms into hot sealing wax. So

Signed sealed and delivered by X

can now be replaced by

Signed as a deed by X.

(Incidentally, has the Law Commission
considered whether the distinction between
deeds and other documents serves a useful
purpose?)

But why use those 6 short words when 31
longer ones would do as well? I received a
draft ("accepted without amendment by
hundreds of solicitors", I was told) which
"ended" (if that is the word, since the clause
was followed  by many pages of schedules):

The parties hereto hereby declare that this
Instrument is executed or signed by them as
a  Deed in accordance with Section 1 of the
Law of Property (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1989

Leases

Another firm submitted a draft lease for a
factory ("industrial unit" in the fashionable
jargon) in which the service charge was
dictated by the landlord's surveyor's calc-
ulation of his employer's expenses.

I added the words unless clearly wrong. The
other solicitor accepted the amendment in
principle, but deleted my words and replaced
them with save in the case of manifest error.

Why? "Because the meaning's been estab-
lished by case law," she said. I was interested to
read the cases, but she did not know what they
were. Had these unknown cases established a
meaning different from "unless clearly
wrong"? "No." Then why the change?
"Because the longer form sounds better."

The prospective tenant thought the solicitor
came from another planet, and that she would
have done better to stay there.

Word order

Traditional drafting discounts the import-
ance of word order. This would be bad
enough with short sentences, but is an absurd
fault with long ones.

Modifying clauses float aimlessly about the
text, leaving a trail of ambiguity, usually
unnoticed:

The right at all reasonable times by appoint-
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ment to enter upon the premises adjoining the
said flat hereby demised and the retained
property for the purpose of cleaning and
executing repairs and alterations to the said
flat as the same shall be necessary making
good to the Lessor or to the tenants or occu-
piers of such adjoining premises all damage
thereby occasioned

This could be a right to enter

the premises which adjoin (a) the flat or (b)
the retained property

or only

the premises which adjoin both the flat and
the retained property

or (though [b] would be superfluous)

(a) the premises adjoining the flat or (b) the
retained property.

And does "as the same shall be necessary"
apply to the access or the cleaning"? (In
passing, why do lawyers always expect
people to "enter (go inside) upon (on top of)",
when they cannot be in both places at once
and everyone else just "enters"?)

Sometimes the sentence structure is delib-
erately distorted "because everyone does it".
So we have:

(The vendor sells) ALL THAT the premises.

"Or"

Careful drafters should particularly beware
"or".

Executed or signed

(as in the example on the previous page) does
not cover both possibilities as was intended,
but asserts neither.

And in the example under "word order"
near the top of this page, does the donee of
the power have a choice of people only one of
whom need be satisfied with the standard of
work?

Pouring words in

Some lawyers are so complacent about
their style that they retain absurdities,  even
after they have been pointed out, rather than
correct them.

An office lease called upon the tenant to
pay a share of the landlord's expenses

in constructing repairing rebuilding cleansing

painting and decorating the foundations walls
and principal load-bearing timbers roof and
other structural and external parts of the
Building

The tenant  didn't mind the landlords decorat-
ing the foundations if they wanted to, but was
disinclined to pay for it.  "Would you rather I
listed everything separately?" asked the
drafter, who left it as it was.

Similarly, a developer's standard contract 
for sale provided for

conduits for the supply to and from the land
hereby agreed to be sold of sewage water gas
electricity and telephone supplies.

I was assured that the developer had no
intention of delivering sewage to my clients.
But what was meant by "the supply of tele-
phone supplies"?

Split infinitives

I vote with the conservatives against split-
ting infinitives, except in the rare case that the
split is needed to avoid ambiguity.

I have no scholarly justification. Split infin-
itives sound clumsy, and they grate on my
ears. But some of the alternatives are equally
clumsy, often quite unnecessarily. I heard
recently:

... made no attempt realistically to estimate
the demand.

This is ambiguous as well as gauche. They
might have said:

... made no attempt to estimate the demand
realistically.

It might even be worth a (usually condemned)
nominalisation:

... made no attempt to provide a realistic esti-
mate of the demand.

And a recent Gazette quoted Law Society
President Martin Mears quoting a House of
Commons committee report as saying

... has failed to resolve satisfactorily this
problem

when the natural phrasing would have been

... has failed to resolve this problem satisfac-
torily.
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Absent-minded drafting

It is ironic that "traditional" legal writing is
usually anything but traditional. I doubt the
same wording is often used twice unless its
source on both occasions is the same
computer file. It is the legal style that is
common, and ideas are copied, but the
wording varies from one document to
another. (See Tried and tested: the myth
behind the cliché on p.43.)

Busy lawyers, dictating from memory what
they think is standard, often produce
nonsense. Because they do not think what
they are writing, it passes unnoticed. I
recently saw:

The land situated at and known as land off
Norwich Road.

The plot had just been carved out of a
much larger area on which an estate was
being built. Did the writer imagine that the
locals referred to our little piece - but not the
adjoining plots - as "land off Norwich Road"?
Did he think it sensible to describe land as
"land .. known as land"?Since he clearly
wasn't an idiot, I can only assume that he was
asleep.

Even this short and simple letter had to be
complicated and rendered ungrammatical:

Dear Sirs,

17 Longwind Road Brockley SE4 - X Ltd from
Collins

Thank you for your letter of 31st ultimo and
acknowledge safe receipt of the enclosure
therein.

Yours faithfully

Secretive drafting

As I took a break from writing this column
to work on a client's lease I came across this
among the definitions at the beginning:

"the demised premises" means the premises
hereby demised and where the context so
admits includes any part thereof and anything
erected thereon and the rights easements and
priveleges appurtenant thereto

But where are the premises? The next clause
should have helped:

IN CONSIDERATION ... THE LESSOR doth
hereby DEMISE AND LEASE unto the Lessee  
 A  L  L   THAT ...

Are we about to find the answer? No.

... the premises described in the First Schedule
hereto TOGETHER WITH the rights set out in
the Second Schedule hereto

I finally found the first schedule on the 5th of
the document's 13 unnumbered pages. It is so
unfriendly that I reproduce it as I see it:

[(a)] ALL [THAT] [THOSE two]piece[s]
of land situate at West Molesey in the
County of Surrey being on the     South   
side of   Dundas Gardens

.                  at West Molesey aforesaid
being part of the Hurst Park No.2 Estate
and [being together] known or intended
to be known as  No. 16   in    Dundas 

.                  Gardens                aforesaid
as the same is [are] for the purposes of
identification only delineated and
described on the plan and thereon
coloured pink [and yellow] TOGETHER
with the Lessee's house [and the garage]

This verbal and visual mess could have
been simplified by defining the property as

16 Dundas Gardens, West Molesey, Surrey,
[approximately?] shown on the plan by red
edging

and providing that

The landlord lets the property to the tenant.

Readers are invited to compete for a small
prize which will be given to the wittiest
drawing of this house in a style matching that
of the paperwork.

A rogue Times law report

It took me 10 minutes to work out how this
129-word introductory sentence fitted together:

Since upon an individual's bankruptcy, any
right of his to receive income support did not
vest in his trustee, the general rule that the
creditor of a bankrupt could not plead a debt
owed by him to the bankrupt, that had been
constituted prior to the sequestration, in
compensation of a debt owed by the creditor
the bankrupt arising after the sequestration,
did not apply to prohibit the Department of
Social Security from setting off an obligation of
the bankrupt's to repay a social fund loan that
predated his sequestration against his right,
after his sequestration, to receive income
support, because the reason for the general
rule was to prevent a creditor from pleading
compensation of debts against the trustee to
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the prejudice of the general body of creditors.

Why is it so difficult?

• Far too many different ideas are crammed
into a single sentence.

• It is three or four times longer than a
sentence should be.

• There is a comma missing after the first
word, which confuses the phrasing.

• Other commas are wrongly used.

• "To" is missing after "creditor" at the end
of the 7th line.

• Forty badly punctuated words, comprising
several phrases, separate the subject "the
general rule" from the main verb "did not
apply".

Although the punctuation is poor the piece
would have been impossible without the clues
it gave to the phrasing.

Who was that spouse I saw you
with last night?

Spouse is defined as the person to whom the
Cardholder is legally married or the person
with whom the Cardholder is cohabitating as
husband and wife and has been cohabitating for
at least two years provided that where there is a
legally undissolved marriage and cardholder is
cohabitating with a person as husband and wife
and has been so cohabitating for at least two
years, the spouse is the person with whom
the Cardholder has been cohabitating. 

That was no spouse. That was my wife.

Letters

Court orders
From David Pedley, West Yorkshire

Many lawyers claim they do not use legal
jargon unthinkingly, but because ordinary
English is too abbreviated and therefore
ambiguous. A situation I came across recently
can disprove this.

Solicitors had agreed the form of a consent
order to pay maintenance "from the date
hereof". It went to the district judge for
approval, but after many months' delay in the
court office, the order had still not been
formally made.

The question arose as to when the mainte-
nance should start. The solicitor who drafted
it, a stalwart user of lengthy legalese, thought
it was the date of the agreement; I thought it
was the date the order was made.

The agreement should have said "from the
date of agreement" or "from the date of this
order". This is longer, but clear. "Hereof" is
shorter, legalese, and unclear.

How about "from 1st March 1995"? - Ed.

Clarity journal
From Sue Stapely, London WC2

As you know I have long been an enthusiastic
member and supporter of Clarity and all its
works.

I just wonder why it is that amongst the
innumerable newsletters I receive from legal
organisations Clarity now seems to be the
most dense, unappealing to the eye and
hardest to wade through.

Its content may be flawless but the layout
looks suspiciously like the legal documents
against which you have often campaigned. 

I also feel, though I am well aware this is
an entirely personal view, that many of the
contributions are over-long and some what
turgid in style which again does not fit
entirely comfortably with the ethos of the
organisation. Perhaps it would help for just
one issue to restrict word count more rigor-
ously?

From Katharine Mellor, Manchester

Whilst in no wishing to deny the strength and
validity of any of the articles in the latest
Clarity  , I am afraid it has now become so long
and "in depth" that I have to put it on one side
for future consideration. This inevitably
means it does not get read for many months.

Could you consider smaller but perhaps more
frequent publications? I am sure that
members would absorb more easily articles in


